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We experimentally demonstrate storage and on-demand release of phase-sensitive, photon-number
superposition states of the form α |0〉 + βeiθ |1〉 for an optical quantized oscillator mode. For this
purpose, we introduce a phase-probing mechanism to a storage system composed of two concatenated
optical cavities, which was previously employed for storage of phase-insensitive single-photon states
[Phys. Rev. X 3, 041028 (2013)]. This is the first demonstration of all-optically storing highly
nonclassical and phase-sensitive quantum states of light. The strong nonclassicality of the states
after storage becomes manifest as a negative region in the corresponding Wigner function shifted
away from the origin in phase space. This negativity is otherwise, without the phase information
of the memory system, unobtainable. While our scheme includes the possibility of optical storage,
on-demand release and synchronization of arbitrary single-rail qubit states, it is not limited to such
states. In fact, our technique is extendible to more general phase-sensitive states such as multiphoton
superposition or entangled states, and thus it represents a significant step toward advanced optical
quantum information processing, where highly non-classical states are utilized as resources.
Optical quantum states are indispensable as flying
quantum information carriers, and furthermore, they
can serve as sufficient resources for universal and fault-
tolerant quantum computing. Prominent examples of
photonic quantum information processing are the Knill-
Laflamme-Milburn (KLM) scheme [1], based on discrete
variables and photon detections, and the Gottesman-
Kitaev-Preskill (GKP) scheme [2, 3], based on contin-
uous variables and homodyne detections. In these ap-
plications, quantum memories of optical states are nec-
essary. More specifically, a frequently executed process
like gate teleportation [4, 5], by which a probabilistically
induced nonlinearity can be efficiently incorporated into
a quantum protocol, relies, to a certain extent, on quan-
tum memories in order to synchronize the probabilisti-
cally generated auxiliary resource states.
Even though many experiments with quantum mem-
ories have been performed for a couple of decades [6],
only recently optical single-photon states with high pu-
rity, having a negative region in the Wigner function,
were stored and retrieved on demand [7, 8]. Storage of
highly pure single-photon states was demonstrated there
with two different memory systems, one based on con-
catenated cavities [7] and the other based on atomic en-
sembles [8]. The cavity systems were then used for syn-
chronization of two photons showing Hong-Ou-Mandel
interference [9].
The above high-purity memories are, in principle, ca-
pable of storing arbitrary quantum states of a harmonic
oscillator
∑∞
n=0 cn |n〉, where photon-number eigenstates|n〉 form an orthonormal basis. However, for the suc-
cessful demonstration of such a universal quantum mem-
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ory, there has been a technical challenge, that is, phase
stabilization of the optical quantum states to be stored.
The Fock states |n〉, including the single-photon state
|1〉, and their incoherent mixtures, are phase-insensitive
states and thus highly pure single-photon states have
been stored in previous demonstrations without track-
ing the optical phase inside the memory. On the other
hand, coherent superpositions of Fock states are phase-
sensitive. If one loses the phase information, off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix |n〉 〈m| with n 6= m are ef-
fectively diminished, which finally results in mixed phase-
insensitive states
∑∞
n=0 ρn,n |n〉 〈n|. With such phase-
unpreserving memories, many important resource states
lose their quantum features, such as cubic phase states
(i.e., the ancillae for the GKP scheme), superpositions of
coherent states [10], and entangled states in the case of
two or more modes.
In this Letter, we demonstrate storage and controlled
release of general phase-sensitive superpositions of vac-
uum and one-photon states c0 |0〉 + c1 |1〉 (c0, c1 ∈ C)
for a single optical mode, i.e., an, in principle, arbitrary
single-rail qubit. We introduce a phase reference to the
concatenated cavity system [7, 9], and also a mechanism
for creating phase-sensitive superposition states. As a
result, we demonstrate for the first time all-optical stor-
age of phase-sensitive quantum states with a negative
region of the Wigner function shifted from the origin in
phase space. This negative region originates from the
off-diagonal elements |0〉 〈1|, |1〉 〈0| of the density matrix,
and it is not preserved without the phase information.
The negative region is preserved for a storage time of up
to about 200 ns, but the genuine non-Gaussianity (any
non-Gaussian features indescribable by incoherently mix-
ing Gaussian states) is kept for even longer, namely for
about 400 ns [11]. Beyond storage of arbitrary single-
rail (single-mode) qubits, even more importantly, our
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FIG. 1. Conceptual diagram of creation, storage, and on-
demand release of phase-sensitive quantum states. The mem-
ory and shutter are implemented by concatenated cavities.
phase-preserving memory scheme is further applicable
to arbitrary optical quantum states |ψ〉 = ∑n cn |n〉,
and paves the way for synchronization of phase-sensitive
states, which is fundamentally important for both optical
quantum computing [12, 13] and quantum communica-
tion [14].
Creation of highly pure non-Gaussian states typically
require strong nonlinearities, which is still difficult to ob-
tain deterministically at present. Therefore, we resort
to probabilistic schemes, where photon detections herald
successful events. We start from two-mode squeezed vac-
uum states |Ψ〉 ∝ ∑n≥0(tanh γ)n |n〉s |n〉i obtained by
parametric down conversion, where signal (s) and idler
(i) fields are entangled. Then we perform measurements
on the idler field. If the idler field is subject to a pho-
ton counter and the measurement outcome is one photon,
the signal field is projected onto a single-photon state. A
more general measurement on the idler field, introduc-
ing auxiliary coherent beams, in principle enables one
to project the signal field onto arbitrary states of a sin-
gle mode [15, 16], as well as certain classes of multi-mode
states [17]. However, the times of successful events in the
heralding scheme are random. Memory systems are pow-
erful, because they give timing controllability to proba-
bilistically prepared states.
The concept of our memory system to store and release
general superposition states is shown in Fig. 1. Paramet-
ric down conversion occurs inside a memory cavity, where
the signal and idler fields are separated in frequency by
the free spectral range of the memory cavity [7]. The
shutter at the output of the memory is actually another
cavity, which can transmit either the signal or the idler
via the resonance condition. Initially, the shutter cavity
transmits the idler field, whereas the signal field is not
transmitted. By performing general measurements on
the emerging idler field, the signal field inside the mem-
ory cavity is projected onto various states. Whenever the
created signal state should be available for further pro-
cessing and exploitation, it can be released at a controlled
timing by shifting the resonance of the shutter cavity.
The resonance shift is done by utilizing an electro-optic
modulator (EOM) contained inside the shutter cavity.
Figure 2 shows our experimental setup. This is based
on a previous system to store single-photon states [7, 9].
In order to probe the phase inside the memory cavity, we
introduce coherent beams, which we call probe beams,
inside the memory cavity for both the signal and idler
fields. These are utilized for feedback control of opti-
cal phases outside the concatenated cavities, such as the
auxiliary coherent beam which is combined with the idler
field to create superpositions, and a local oscillator (LO)
beam at the signal frequency for homodyne characteri-
zation. The relative phase between the signal and idler
probe beams is also stabilized by monitoring their phase-
sensitive parametric amplification. In addition, the sig-
nal probe beam is utilized for precise control of the res-
onance frequency of the memory cavity. However, these
probe beams should not be present when superposition
states are created, because they destroy the heralding
and homodyne signals. Therefore, the probe beams are
periodically chopped by using acousto-optic modulators
(AOMs), and the superposition states are created when
the probe beams are absent. We switch the system be-
tween the feedback-control phase and the state-creation
phase with a period of 200 ms, during which 50 ms is
utilized for the state creation. The duty cycle is smaller
than that of the previous experiments without the probe
beams [7, 9], because we have to wait for the decay of
the probe beams inside the memory cavity. The aux-
iliary coherent beam at the idler frequency determines
the created superposition state α |0〉+ βeiθ |1〉. The am-
plitudes α and β as well as the phase θ are indepen-
dently adjustable by changing the amplitude and the
phase of the auxiliary coherent beam [15, 16, 18]. An
avalanche photodiode (APD) heralds the superposition
state, and after a predetermined storage time controlled
by a field-programmable gate array, the signal state is
released. A typical photon-detection rate for creation of
(|0〉+eiθ |1〉)/√2 is about 1,500 counts per second, among
which fake clicks caused by stray light are estimated to be
about 50 counts per second. For simplicity, some beams
for controlling the optical systems are omitted from the
figure. More details of the methods are given in the Sup-
plemental Material (SM) [11].
One thing to note here is that the resonance frequency
of the memory cavity is detuned by about 300 kHz from
the frequency of the LO for homodyne characterization.
This detuning is for the purpose of avoiding unexpected
photons stored by the memory, which originate from scat-
tering of the LO (probably back-scattering at the photo-
diodes of the homodyne detector). Such scattering rate
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The light source is a continuous-wave (CW) Ti:sapphire laser operating at 860 nm. Optical
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FIG. 3. Quadrature distributions of (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 for vari-
ous measurement phases. (a) Experimental quadrature dis-
tribution obtained by homodyne measurements, when crated
states are immediately released. (b) Theoretical quadrature
distribution for the ideal pure state.
is very low, but we emphasize that even scattered light at
the single-photon level disturbs the experiment if it cou-
ples to the memory cavity. Thanks to the detuning, the
effects of the LO scattering are almost entirely removed.
The signal states characterized by the homodyne detec-
tion are on a rotational frame and evolve temporally at
the angular velocity of about 2pi × 300 kHz. This will
be seen later in the experimental results as phase shifts
of the quantum state during storage. We also note that
this detuning is not necessary if we could use a suffi-
ciently good optical isolator, by which the scattered LO
is removed [19].
We first show the phase-sensitive quadrature distri-
bution of (|0〉 + eiθ |1〉)/√2 obtained by the homodyne
detection in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows the experimen-
tal quadrature distribution with immediate release after
heralding, while Fig. 3(b) shows the theoretical distribu-
tion with an ideal pure state (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2. The experi-
mental quadrature distribution is obtained by repeating
the sequence of storage and release 5,000 times at each of
the measurement phases from 0◦ to 350◦ at an interval of
10◦. The horizontal axis corresponds to the measurement
phase, while the vertical axis corresponds to the quadra-
ture value obtained from the homodyne signal. The ex-
perimental distribution shows the phase-sensitive nature
of the quantum states similar to the theoretically pre-
dicted distribution. This distribution contains sufficient
information to reconstruct the density matrix and the
Wigner function [20].
Next we implemented various storage times for (|0〉 +
|1〉)/√2 estimating the released quantum state for each
case. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. The
storage times are 0 ns, 100 ns, 200 ns, 300 ns, and 400 ns
from left to right.
The first row shows the quadrature distributions,
where measurement phases are 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦,
and 150◦, and the number of points is 20,000 for each
measurement phase. Even for the case of 400 ns storage
time, the phase-sensitive nature of the memorized states
clearly remains. The distribution shifts horizontally de-
pending on the storage time, which is explained by the
300 kHz detuning explained above. From the quadra-
ture distributions, the density matrices and the Wigner
functions are estimated.
The second row shows the reconstructed density ma-
trices, where the absolute value is taken for each matrix
element. The matrix elements of the subspace up to one
photon are colored in red (gray). Multi-photon compo-
nents, colored in light blue (light gray), are very small
(less than 5%). We can see that the off-diagonal ele-
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FIG. 4. Experimental results of storing (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 with various storage time. From left to right, the storage time varies
from 0 to 400 ns in steps of 100 ns. First row: quadrature distributions obtained by homodyne measurements. Second row:
absolute values of reconstructed density matrix elements. Red elements represent the subspace spanned by |0〉 and |1〉, and
light blue elements represent the multi-photon components. Third row: Wigner functions W (x, p) with ~ = 1 seen from the
top, corresponding to the reconstructed density matrices. Fourth row: Wigner functions W (x, p) seen from the side. Minimum
values are W (−0.84, 0.09) = −0.024 in 0ns, W (−0.88,−0.23) = −0.015 in 100 ns, and W (−0.84,−0.37) = −0.004 in 200 ns,
where statistical errors of the Wigner values are estimated as ±0.001
.
ments are nicely preserved during the storage, though
some portion of the single-photon component |1〉 〈1| is
converted to a vacuum component |0〉 〈0| mainly due to
intracavity losses (about 0.2% for each round trip of 1.5
m). The phase shifts of the off-diagonal elements due to
the detuning are not visible, because the absolute value
is taken for each element. In the SM, real and imaginary
parts of the density matrices are separately plotted, so
that one see the phase shifts during the storage [11]. We
also discuss in the SM the amount of phase fluctuations
estimated from the density matrices [11].
The third and fourth rows are the Wigner functions
seen from the top and the side. Seen from the top, the
state rotates with an angle proportional to the storage
time. Again, this rotation corresponds to the 300 kHz de-
tuning mentioned above. Seen from the side, the negative
region of Wigner function clearly remains with a storage
time of 100 ns, and it is still visible with a storage time
of 200 ns. The negative region is not at the origin, unlike
for the previous single-photon case [7], and therefore this
negativity exhibits nonclassicality that cannot be pre-
served without the phase information of the quantum
state. Moreover, even with longer storage times where
the negativity is lost, the Wigner function still satisfies
a criterion of genuine non-Gaussianity (i.e., the distribu-
tion cannot be produced by classical mixture of Gaussian
states) [21], which we discuss in more detail in the SM
[11].
We also confirmed that the coefficients α, β, θ of
the superposition α |0〉 + βeiθ |1〉 are controllable in the
state-preparation stage. Experimental results with other
states, such as (|0〉− i |1〉)/√2 and (|0〉+√2 |1〉)/√3, are
shown in the SM [11] and these are consistent with the
above results.
In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrated cre-
ation, storage, and on-demand release of phase-sensitive
optical quantum states like α |0〉+ βeiθ |1〉 by employing
a concatenated cavity system. We succeeded in storing
quantum states with a negative region in the Wigner
function shifted away from the phase-space origin —
a feature only possible with a phase-preserving mem-
ory system. Generally, the phase-preserving mechanism
is very important for a memory system, because many
quantum features such as quantum entanglement are
5lost without the phase information. Our demonstration
paves the way for future demonstrations of storing vari-
ous quantum states such as Schro¨dinger cat states, cubic
phase states, and so forth. The event rate will increase
if we use superconductive single-photon detectors [22] or
photon-number resolving detectors with transition-edge
sensor [23], which have higher quantum efficiencies.
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I. METHODS
One experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 of the main
text. The light source is a continuous-wave Ti:Sapphire
laser operating at the wavelength of 860 nm (MBR-110,
Coherent). The second harmonic with the power of about
1.5 mW is used as a pump beam to create photon pairs in-
side the memory cavity. The memory cavity, containing a
periodically-poled KTiOPO4 (PPKTP) crystal (Raicol)
as a nonlinear optical medium, has a round-trip length of
about 1.4 m, while the shutter cavity, containing an RTP
EOM (Leysop), has that of about 0.7 m. The PPKTP
crystal is type-0 quasi-phase-matched and has a length of
10 mm. The reflectivity of the coupling mirror between
the memory and the shutter is about 98%, and that of
the outcoupling mirror of the shutter is about 72%. The
EOM in the shutter is driven by a high-voltage switch
(Bergmann Messgera¨te Entwicklung). The latency of the
high-voltage switch is less than 50 ns, and the applied
voltage is estimated as about 900 V.
Three filter cavities are applied to the idler field. The
first one is bow-tie shaped and has a round-trip length of
about 250 mm. The signal field is reflected by this first
filter cavity and directed to a homodyne detector for the
state characterization, while the idler field is transmitted
through the cavity. Two additional cavities are Fabry-
Perot cavities. A single tooth of the frequency comb
of the memory cavity is selected by these cavities and
directed to a photon detector. The auxiliary beam to
determine the superposition state is combined with the
idler field at a beam splitter between the first and the
second filter cavities. In the following, we call this aux-
iliary beam a “displacement beam” for clarity, because
there are also other auxiliary beams in the methods.
The photon detector contains a silicon avalanche photo-
diode (SPCM-AQRH-14-FC, Excelitas Technologies) and
is coupled with an optical fiber. The heralding event rate
depends on the amplitude of the displacement beam, and
a typical rate for balanced conditions (|0〉 + eiθ |1〉)/√2
is about 1,500 counts per second (without compensation
of the duty cycle).
Several AOMs are used in the experiment, as depicted
in Fig. 2. AOM-1 and AOM-2 are for chopping the probe
beams. Driving signals for these AOMs are on when the
optical systems are feedback controlled, and diffracted
beams are used as probe beams, while they are off when
the superposition states are created. AOM-3, AOM-4,
AOM-5 are for shifting the laser frequency by the free
spectral range of the memory cavity. AOM-6 is inserted
for protecting the APD from the idler probe beam, by
coupling a diffracted beam to the APD and switching
the driving signal. The detuning of the signal mode from
the LO frequency, explained in the main text, is con-
trolled via the difference of the driving frequencies be-
tween AOM-1 and AOM-2. The signal probe beam is
detuned by 200 kHz, and by locking the memory cavity
to almost the bottom of the fringe in the transmitted sig-
nal probe power, detuning of the signal mode by about
300 kHz from the LO is stably realized. Frequencies and
phases of the driving signals for the AOMs are precisely
controlled by direct digital synthesizers (AD9959, Analog
Devices Inc.).
Optical frequency relations are summarized as follows.
Even though several detunings are employed in the ex-
periment, the relation of laser frequencies ωp = ωl+ωd is
exact, where ωp, ωl, and ωd denote the optical frequencies
of the pump beam, the LO beam, and the displacement
beam to determine the superposition state, respectively.
Experimentally, this means that AOM-4 and AOM-5 are
driven by the same electronic signals (about 214 MHz,
close to the free spectral range of the memory cavity).
Thanks to this relation, at the time when the heralding
signal is detected, the phases θ of the created superposi-
tion states α |0〉 + βeiθ |1〉 inside the memory cavity are
the same for all events in the rotating frame of the LO, in-
dependent of the state-creation timing, determined solely
by the relative phase of the displacement beam. This sit-
uation is the same as for other phase-sensitive heralding
experiments without storage [15, 16, 18]. Starting from
the same superposition phases, the memory-cavity mode
detuned by 300 kHz from the LO rotates the stored states
by an angle proportional to the storage time.
Figure 2 is somewhat simplified from the actual setup
for simplicity. From Fig. 2, some beams for control-
ling the optical systems are omitted, which we call “lock
beams” in the following. The lock beams are periodically
chopped in the same way as the probe beams. For ex-
ample, for each cavity, a lock beam is employed for the
purpose of obtaining an error signal for locking the cav-
ity length. As for the memory cavity, first a lock beam is
used for roughly locking the cavity length, and after the
rough locking, next the transmitted signal probe beam
is used for precisely locking the detuning frequency. The
lock beam is injected into the memory cavity with verti-
cal polarization, while the pump, signal and idler fields
are in horizontal polarization. Another lock beam is for
locking the displacement beam to the idler probe beam.
Since the displacement beam is very weak, it is very hard
to directly use its interference fringe for locking. There-
fore, the displacement beam is first locked to a stronger
lock beam, and then these are attenuated and locked to
the idler probe beam.
II. STORAGE OF SINGLE-PHOTON STATES
As a preliminary experiment, we tested storage and re-
lease of single-photon states. The displacement beam is
7blocked, while the other experimental elements are the
same as for the experiment with superposition states.
This part is almost the same as our former experiments
[7, 9], but the difference is that now the probe beams
are introduced by which a phase-sensitive full quantum
tomography is conducted, whereas in the former experi-
ments phase insensitivity of the quantum states was as-
sumed.
This preliminary experiment is performed in order to
obtain wave-packet envelope functions Ψ(t) of the re-
leased quantum states for various storage times by the
principal component analysis [7, 24, 25]. Quadrature val-
ues of the target quantum states are obtained from con-
tinuous homodyne signals, denoted by xˆ(t), via weighted
integration xˆ =
∫
dtΨ(t)xˆ(t). The functions Ψ(t) ob-
tained in this preliminary experiment are also used for
the characterization of superposition states.
The results of the preliminary experiment are shown
in Fig. S5. Figure S5(a) shows estimated wave-packet
envelope functions Ψ(t) for storage times of 0 ns, 100 ns,
200 ns, 300 ns, and 400 ns. The horizontal axis is relative
time where the timing of the heralding signal corresponds
to 0 ns. The shape of the wave packet is independent of
the storage time, except for small leakage before release,
and appropriately shifted in accordance with the storage
time. Figure S5(b) shows the reconstructed density ma-
trix of a single-photon state immediately released after
heralding. Here, the absolute value is taken for each ma-
trix element. Off-diagonal elements are negligibly small,
clearly showing phase-insensitivity of the heralded single-
photon state. Figure S5(c) shows the single-photon frac-
tion and the vacuum fraction for various storage times.
The single-photon fraction exponentially decays, due to
small optical losses, and the estimated half-life time is
1.3 µs.
III. STORAGE OF SUPERPOSITION STATES
WITH VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS
Here, we present experimental results for various coef-
ficients of the superposition states.
Figure S6 shows the same results as Fig. 4 in the main
text, storing (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2, but the real and imaginary
parts of the density matrices are separately shown. Due
to the phase rotation caused by detuning of the memory
cavity, the imaginary parts of the off-diagonal elements
|0〉 〈1| and |1〉 〈0| gradually emerge when the storage time
becomes longer.
Figure S7 shows the experimental results of stor-
ing (|0〉 − i |1〉)/√2, which is created by shifting the
phase of the displacement beam compared to the case of
(|0〉+|1〉)/√2. As for the density matrices, in comparison
with the case of (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2, the diagonal elements are
almost unchanged, while the phases of the off-diagonal el-
ements are shifted by 90◦. Correspondingly, the Wigner
functions are rotated by 90◦.
Figure S8 shows the experimental results of storing
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FIG. S5. Storage and release of single-photon states.
(a) Wave-packet envelope functions Ψ(t) of the released
states. Storage times are 0 ns (blue), 100 ns (red), 200 ns
(green), 300 ns (magenta), and 400 ns (cyan). The time ori-
gin corresponds to timings of heralding signals. (b) Recon-
structed density matrix with 0 ns storage time (immediate
release), where the absolute value is taken for each matrix
element. (c) Single-photon fraction and vacuum fraction for
various storage times. Red: single-photon fraction. Blue:
vacuum fraction. Circles show experimental values, whereas
traces are fitted curves assuming exponential decay.
(|0〉 + √2 |1〉)/√3, which is created by attenuating the
displacement beam. The |1〉 〈1| components in the den-
sity matrices are larger, resulting in Wigner functions
with larger negative values at positions closer to the ori-
gin compared to the results above.
The above results show the controllability of both the
phase and amplitude of the superposition in the creation
stage. Our memory system is capable of storing such a
variety of quantum states. A rotation of quantum states
during storage is consistent with the detuning explained
in the main text and in the methods.
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IV. QUANTUM NON-GAUSSIANITY
Here we discuss the genuine non-Gaussianity of the
released states. Even though the negative region in the
experimental Wigner functions is destroyed at a storage
time of 400 ns, we will see that a quantum-mechanically
meaningful non-Gaussianity still remains.
A well-known fact is that, for a pure state, any non-
Gaussian state has some negative region in its Wigner
function. On the other hand, for a mixed state, the situ-
ation is more involved. A positive non-Gaussian Wigner
function may or may not be a statistical mixture of Gaus-
sian Wigner functions. A non-Gaussian Wigner func-
tion that cannot be expressed as a statistical mixture of
Gaussian Wigner functions is referred to as genuine non-
Gaussian, or quantum non-Gaussian. A negative region
in the Wigner function is apparently a sufficient condi-
tion for quantum non-Gaussianity, but not a necessary
condition.
Although it is generally a difficult task to derive
a necessary and sufficient condition for quantum non-
Gaussianity, fortunately there are known sufficient con-
ditions more relaxed than a negative region in the Wigner
function. In particular, we employ a criterion based on
the Wigner function value at the origin and the mean
photon number [21]. If a density matrix ρˆ of a single har-
monic oscillator represents a statistical mixture of Gaus-
sian states, the following ∆(ρˆ) is always nonnegative:
∆[ρˆ] = W [ρˆ](0, 0)− 1
pi
exp{−2n[ρˆ](n[ρˆ] + 1)}, (1)
where W [ρˆ](x, p) is the Wigner function for ρˆ, and n[ρˆ] :=
Tr(ρˆaˆ†aˆ) represents the mean photon number of ρˆ. Here,
aˆ and aˆ† are annihilation and creation operators as usual,
and the photon number operator is nˆ = aˆ†aˆ.
The derivation of Eq. (1) is summarized as follows
[21]. First, we consider pure Gaussian states ρˆ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|,
and we find that the minimum value of the Wigner
function origin for a given mean photon number n¯ is
(1/pi) exp[−2n¯(n¯+ 1)]. Next, using downward convexity
of the function ξ(n) := (1/pi) exp[−2n(n + 1)], and us-
ing linearity of the Wigner function W [
∑
k pkρˆk](x, p) =∑
k pkW [ρˆk](x, p) and that of the mean photon number
n[
∑
k pkρˆk] =
∑
k pkn[ρˆk], we find, for any statistical
mixture of Gaussian states ρˆ =
∑
k pk |ψk〉 〈ψk|,
W [ρˆ](0, 0) =
∑
k
pkW
[|ψk〉 〈ψk|](0, 0)
≥
∑
k
pkξ
(
n
[|ψk〉 〈ψk|])
≥ ξ(∑
k
pkn
[|ψk〉 〈ψk|]) = ξ(n[ρˆ]). (2)
We note that, since both the Wigner origin value
W [ρˆ](0, 0) and the mean photon number n[ρˆ] are in-
variant under phase-space rotation operations, the above
criterion itself is only relevant to diagonal elements of
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FIG. S9. Quantum non-Gaussianity witness ∆[ρˆ](γ). (a)
Storage of (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2. (b) Storage of (|0〉 − i |1〉)/√2. (c)
Storage of (|0〉+√2 |1〉)/√3. Storage times are 0 ns (blue), 100
ns (red), 200 ns (green), 300 ns (cyan), and 400 ns (magenta),
respectively.
a density matrix in the number basis. In particu-
lar, the Wigner origin value is determined by the dif-
ference between even- and odd-photon-number contri-
butions W [ρˆ](0, 0) = (1/pi)
∑
m(ρ2m,2m − ρ2m+1,2m+1).
However, as we will discuss next, the criterion can
be optimized for individual states by Gaussian opera-
tions, thereby quantum non-Gaussianity of some phase-
sensitive states being witnessed.
Since Gaussian unitary operations form a group tran-
sitively acting on pure Gaussian states, quantum non-
Gaussianity is a property invariant under Gaussian uni-
tary operations. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be optimized
by Gaussian operations for the witness of quantum non-
Gaussianity. That is, if ∆(UˆGρˆUˆ
†
G) is negative for some
Gaussian unitary operation UˆG, the tested quantum state
ρˆ is quantum non-Gaussian [21].
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In particular, we consider Gaussian corrections by
a displacement operation Dˆ(γeiφ) := exp(γeiφaˆ† −
γe−iφaˆ) followed by a squeezing operation Sˆ(ζeiϕ) :=
exp[(ζeiϕ/2)aˆ†aˆ† − (ζe−iϕ/2)aˆaˆ]. Intuitively, the dis-
placement operation shifts the Wigner function so that
the value at the origin becomes smaller, and the following
squeezing operation, which does not change the value at
the origin, minimizes the mean photon number. There-
fore, we set the direction of the displacement, expressed
by φ, to the direction of the dip in the Wigner function,
and the axis of the squeezing or antisqueezing, expressed
by ϕ/2, to be parallel to the displacement direction from
the symmetry, i.e., ϕ = 2φ. The squeezing degree ζ
is optimized for each displacement γ. To sum up, we
define the Gaussian-corrected quantum non-Gaussianity
witness ∆[ρˆ](γ) with a parameter γ as,
∆[ρˆ](γ) := ∆
[
UˆG[ρˆ](γ)ρˆUˆ
†
G[ρˆ](γ)
]
, (3)
UˆG[ρˆ](γ) := Sˆ
(
ζ(γ)e2iφ[ρˆ]
)
Dˆ
(
γeiφ[ρˆ]
)
. (4)
Figure S9 shows the quantum non-Gaussianity witness
∆[ρˆ](γ) for the storage of (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2, (|0〉− i |1〉)/√2,
and (|0〉 + √2 |1〉)/√3, corresponding to the results in
Figs. 4(or S6), S7 and S8, respectively. Note that the di-
rection of the displacement φ[ρˆ] is different for each stor-
age time because the stored state rotates during storage.
We can see that every trace enters the negative region
at some γ, proving quantum non-Gaussianity up to a
storage time of 400 ns. We note that the optimal γ for
(|0〉+√2 |1〉)/√3 is closer to zero than that for the other
two states. This is consistent with the position of the
negative dip in the Wigner function closer to the origin.
V. PHASE-FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS
From the experimental results, we have seen that the
phase-preserving feature of our memory system is in the
quantum regime, enough to preserve a negative region of
a Wigner function shifted away from the origin, produced
by off-diagonal elements of a density matrix. Here, we
make an estimation of the amount of phase fluctuations
in our system from the reconstructed density matrices.
The reconstructed density matrices deviate from the
ideal ones. Here we separate the deviations into op-
tical losses (or amplitude damping) and phase fluctu-
ations (or dephasing). We consider a density matrix
ρˆ =
∑
m,n∈{0,1} ρm,n |m〉 〈n| in the number basis up to
one photon. An optical loss L changes the density ma-
trix as(
ρ0,0 ρ0,1
ρ1,0 ρ1,1
)
→
(
(1 + L)ρ0,0
√
1− Lρ0,1√
1− Lρ1,0 (1− L)ρ1,1
)
. (5)
Therefore, the decay in ρ1,0 or ρ0,1 is the square root of
that in ρ1,1. On the other hand, phase fluctuations do
not change the diagonal elements but diminish the off-
diagonal elements. Assuming a phase fluctuation in a
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FIG. S10. Photon-preserving efficiencies 1 − L estimated
from experimental density matrices for various superposi-
tion states and various storage times. Red circle: (|0〉 +
|1〉)/√2. Blue triangle: (|0〉 − i |1〉)/√2. Green square:
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FIG. S11. Standard deviations of phase fluctuations σ es-
timated from experimental density matrices for various su-
perposition states and various storage times. Red circle:
(|0〉+ |1〉)/√2. Blue triangle: (|0〉 − i |1〉)/√2. Green square:
(|0〉+√2 |1〉)/√3.
Gaussian distribution (1/
√
2piσ2)e−θ
2/(2σ2) with a stan-
dard deviation σ, the phase fluctuation changes the den-
sity matrix as(
ρ0,0 ρ0,1
ρ1,0 ρ1,1
)
→
(
ρ0,0 e
−σ22 ρ0,1
e−
σ2
2 ρ1,0 ρ1,1
)
. (6)
This is derived from the integral
∫
eiθe−θ
2/(2σ2)dθ =∫
e−(θ−iσ
2)2/(2σ2)e−σ
2/2dθ =
√
2piσ2e−σ
2/2. Precisely
speaking, there are other types of experimental imperfec-
tions. For example, fake clicks in the heralding detector
produce a statistical mixture of heralded states and vac-
uum states ηρˆ+ (1− η) |0〉 〈0|. The effects of fake clicks
are equivalent to those of losses for the case of single-
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photon states, but different for the case of superposition
states. Moreover, taking into account multiphoton con-
tributions further complicates the situation. However,
here we neglect such imperfections and simplify the situ-
ation by just considering the two factors, and taking the
subspace of the density matrix up to one photon.
Our assumption in this analysis is that the initial quan-
tum states are pure superposition states α |0〉+ βeiθ |1〉,
where α and β are ideally prepared, i.e. we assume
α2 = 1/2, β2 = 1/2 for the experiments of storing
(|0〉+ |1〉)/√2 (Figs. 4, S6) or (|0〉 − i |1〉)/√2 (Fig. S7),
and α2 = 1/3, β2 = 2/3 for the experiment of stor-
ing (|0〉 +√2 |1〉)/√3 (Fig. S8). Then, we calculate the
amounts of losses L and phase fluctuations σ consistent
with the experimental density matrix ρˆ, where the sub-
space of up to one photon is taken and renormalized
(the neglected multiphoton components are about 3%).
The single-photon component gives information regard-
ing losses L by the relation
1− L = ρ1,1
β2
. (7)
On the other hand, the off-diagonal elements, together
with the obtained losses, gives information on the phase
fluctuations σ by the relation
e−
σ2
2 =
|ρ0,1|
αβ
√
1− L. (8)
The calculated photon-preserving efficiencies 1−L and
phase fluctuations σ are shown in Fig. S10 and Fig. S11,
respectively. Efficiencies in Fig. S10 are almost consistent
with the results of single-photon storage in Fig. S5(c). As
for the phase fluctuations in Fig. S11, the results are from
20◦ to 35◦, but we could not find a clear tendency like
worsening dephasing during storage. It seems that other
accidental factors obscure the accumulating dephasing
during storage. The calculated phase fluctuations may
look a bit large, but we note that amplitude fluctuations
may be converted to phase fluctuations in this analysis.
If the effective pump power fluctuates, the single-photon
fraction of the heralded state fluctuates, making a sta-
tistical mixture which has smaller off-diagonal elements,
resulting in larger σ. We are aware that fluctuations
in the heralding event rate during experiments are much
larger than those expected from the Poisson distribution.
In that sense, the calculated values are considered as up-
per limits of the actual phase fluctuations in our system.
Moreover, even for the actual phase fluctuations, we are
not sure about whether the phase-instability is caused by
the memory cavity itself or by the laser system supplying
the LO, the pump, and the displacement beam.
